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I don’t think it is possible to understand the benefits
and limitations of locks in protecting your own
property if you don’t understand how they work.

I

have also said in Urban Escape and Evasion class,“everything you need in a disaster or emergency situation is there,
it’s just locked up”.There are many practical
reasons that you might need the knowledge
and skills to open locks. Have you ever lost a

BY KELLY ALWOOD
key or forgotten a combination? Would you
like to be able to defeat a padlocked gate if
you needed to escape a building fire?
Most people live in one city their entire
lives because everything needed to survive
is there. Everything is in a store or ware-

house for some type of storage, and everything is secured by a lock. Now think about
how many keys you have. How many locks
do you open daily? Your car, home, office,
storage unit, shed, boat, tool box, gate and
locker at the gym all have locks. With every
lock you own, you also increase the risk of
denying yourself access to your own property.
For all of these reasons, continued on next page
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it is important to have a basic understanding of how locks work and how to defeat
them when necessary. With this knowledge
also comes insight to how insecure our own
property actually is.
Marines are taught that battlefield obstacles that are not observed and covered by
fire aren’t; meaning, they are not actually obstacles. Locks function similarly. They merely
exist to delay and inconvenience as part of
a layered security plan. Without other “layers” they are simply speed bumps that can be
circumvented or defeated by almost anyone.
The more skilled the practitioner, the faster
the defeat.
Most locks are very simple mechanisms.
At the core they have a tube (the cylinder),
a core that perfectly fits inside the tube, and
rods that go through both of them so it won’t
turn when the springs behind the rods are
holding them in place.
You can see in a lock cutaway from the
side that the pins come down to keep the cylinder from turning. The rods are cut into two
or three pieces, creating pins. They always
move back to the same spot from the pressure of a tiny spring behind each rod—when
assembled correctly.
If you lift all of the pins up until the break
in pins lines-up with the cylinder’s rotation
line (the shear line), the plug can turn and the
lock will open. Holding the pins up to match
the shear line is what the teeth on your key
do.
The same things can be done by inserting
a lock pick tool and simply lifting the pin to
the shear line.
The bottom pins are generally pointed or
rounded for easy insertion of a key. Simply
slide in the pick and lift each pin to its correct height and then lift the next pin. With a
tensioner in place to put light rotational force
on the plug, the plug will turn after each pin
has been defeated. The light pressure is necessary to hold the first pins in place as you
work through the last. They will generally
not be defeated in sequence, but that light
pressure will hold those that go until they all
do. At that point, light tension, sustained or
slightly increased, will open the lock.
It is simple, but it does require getting a
feel for it and some experience to be efficient.
There really isn’t more to it than that with
90% of the locks commonly sold in stores. Big
names you use every day such as: Master lock,
Kwikset, Schlage and others can be defeated.
If you can buy it at a DIY store, then it is this

easy in most cases. Extra security features in
locks exist, but the ones sold in bulk to the
public generally don’t bother. I have given
children under 14-years-old a 30 second demonstration of picking and then handed them
a lock and pick. All the kids opened the locks
in well under 30 seconds.You can see the videos on my YouTube Channel.
What does this mean to you? Two things.
First, you can open most of the things you
own and lock yourself out of, without calling
for help or paying someone else. Second, all
or at least most, of your locks suck and you
might want to consider replacing them with
something a 13-year-old girl with a paperclip
can’t open in 30 seconds. Locks are all about
marketing. If you can buy it at a store without paperwork or ID then it is likely made by
the same factory with the same guts. Kwikset,
for example, makes locks for many different
names like Brinks and Ilco. Many take the
same key blank as well.
In our Urban Escape and Evasion class, Kevin Reeve and I teach students how to open
many different kinds of locks for emergency
situations; everything from natural disasters
to prisoner-of-war, to getting locked out of
your car. I don’t believe that lock picking is
forbidden knowledge. Attempting to deny
basic lock knowledge is an ostrich defense.
Lock picking is a critical urban survival skill.
In a wilderness survival course, you learn to
manufacture things you need because they
are not available to gather.An example would
be fire, you generally cannot find fire in the
woods, so you learn how to make it. Food is
not prepared for you, so you learn how to
trap and hunt and prepare food to eat. In the
city, everything you need is already there. It
already exists somewhere.
Many vehicle locks can be opened with
the same tools as the padlocks. Many are pin
tumbler or wafer, but even the wafer ones
will open the same way. This means many
(and especially) older vehicles can be easily
dominated. The trunks, ignition and doors
can all be opened with very simple tools.
Pin tumbler and wafer locks will take very
simple tools to open and normally in very little time. Higher quality and more expensive
locks will use more security features and/or
completely different mechanics in their locks.
One company that does make equivalent
locks for the military currently is Commando
Lock Company. All of their locks are made in
the USA and the owner has worked hand in
hand with the locksport community to de-
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always around when you need
it.
The second type of lock
with the rollers are easily defeated by a regular lock pick.
This or any L or U-shaped
piece of metal is simply inserted into the top of the third
number roller and this pushes
the locking mechanism open.
The majority of locks found in stores are vulnerable to “bump keys.”
Grasp the padlock firmly, push
These are just a key blank that has every tooth cut to a level 9 depth on
the shackle into the lock to
a key cutting machine.
release any spring pressure, insert
your
hook
tool and pull it out.The entire
sign and manufacture locks that meet the
standard and still sell at a comparable price process takes only seconds and opens them
all. The other easy option for these is to use
point.
Although most vehicle locks can be manip- a decoder. It’s really just a thin piece of metal
ulated with standard lock picks or even im- with one end coming to a point. By insertprovised tools there are tools specially made ing this in the gap at each wheel, you will be
able to feel the right combination number
to help open them quickly.
The above are called “jigglers”. They are when you dial the roller. This entire process
made specifically for car locks of many kinds. takes less than a minute, and with this one
The use is simple: insert and twist slightly, jig- you now know the combination and can also
gling them up and down as you pull it out now change the combination to anything you
of the lock. These work on everything from want.
To gain the skills needed to open the maChevy to Toyota. Most lower cost Japanese
cars open in seconds with these tools, as do jority of the locks in North America takes
only a few hours of practice. Lock picking is
their ignitions.
Combination locks are another one you are really like riding a bike, once you got it you
certain to be quite disappointed in. Whether will always have it, it’s just a matter of how
it’s the dial kind or the square Master Lock often you practice as to how good you will
173 variant with the 4 rollers on the end they be. In the case of locks, you will never forget
are easily opened. First a shim works very how to do it, it will just take you longer to
easily on the rotary combination locks. They open a lock if you don’t keep in practice.
Other tools make very easy jobs of opening
use spring mechanisms to hold the lock to
the shackle so anything you slide in between locks with almost no skills. The great majorthem will pop open the shackle. The most ity of the locks you find in stores are vulnercommon tool for these is a soda can. Simply able to one or all of the following tools. First
cut out a one-inch piece in the shape of an M on the list are “bump keys.” These are just a
and push it in. Of course, commercial shims key blank that has every tooth cut to a level 9
for these are available as well, but the pop depth on a key cutting machine.You can also
can method works every time and is almost just buy a blank for a dollar and use a cheap
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file to trim them down as well. The idea with
these is that you insert the blank into the lock
(deadbolt, padlock, anything) and then bump
or smack it with something. The bump key
slams into the pins and makes them jump. If
you turn the key as it is hit or right after hitting it, the pins will bounce up to the right
height and the lock will open.The funny part
about this method is that the higher quality
the lock, the easier this works as sloppy tolerances get more erratic bouncing of the pins.
A snap gun is another very easy and inexpensive tool that makes short work of most
of the locks on the market. It uses the same
physics as the bump key, but takes away almost any need for skill. Simply put a tensioner (paperclip) into the lock and apply light
rotational pressure on the cylinder, and then
insert the needle and pull the trigger. Most
locks in the country open within seconds.
Gates, hotel safes and all the other electronic locks all have great vulnerabilites as
well. Many of them have a master code or at
least a set list of master codes that will open
them. Very few are really secure and should
be used accordingly.
With just a few items in a simple kit you
should be able to open just about anything
you need in a pinch.This also implies that we
need to evaluate our own security guarding
the things we cherish, so they don’t become
victim to a two dollar tool themselves. 3
BIO
Kelly Alwood is the owner of ALS Alwood
Lock Sport (alwoodlocksport.com). He is
a lock tester, manufacturer consultant, and
instructor on everything related to physical
security. He designs and manufactures his
own brand of entry tools for professionals
and has a YouTube channel full of
instruction.
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BY MEDIA MATTERS FOR AMERICA, AMERICAN BRIDGE 21ST-CENTURY,
CREW, AND SHAREBLUE SUMMARY BY CHRIS GRAHAM

In April of 2004, I was in Fallujah, Iraq participating in a battle that riveted the
world’s attention.

B

etween fighting, we rested and slept
in buildings that we cleared, but we
occasionally rotated out to a nearby
operating base for a hot meal and a shower.
After seeing moments of CNN’s coverage of
the battle I was participating in (at that chow
hall), I have been suspicious of the ways stories are told and vigilant for indicators of hidden motives in the presentation of all “news”.
The public information spaces are filled with
narratives that depend upon selection of
what facts to present and what facts to overlook, which stories to prioritize (and de-prioritize), and what “facts” require evidence for
justification versus which will be promoted
merely on the basis of an alleged anonymous
allegation.
Democracy Matters Strategic Plan for
Action was circulated in January, 2017 and
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can be accessed for free on the internet.
This strategic plan reveals goals, strategies
and tactics pursued by the groups: Media
Matters for America, American Bridge 21stCentury, CREW, and Shareblue. It provides
both explicit explanations and revealing
hints to the actions they intended to take to
control the public “narrative” from that day to
the present.
One of the groups that published The Plan
claims to be a “nonpartisan watchdog”, but
this claim begs the question: Would a reasonable third-party agree with their definition of “nonpartisan”? Another group calls
themselves, “The Top Watchdog Against FakeNews…”, but it is clear that they are not referring to the same “fake news” examples that
President Trump has pointed to. So, what do
they mean?

In the first section, under the subtitle “Media Advocacy–Punish Enabling and Complacency” a promise is advanced: “Media Matters will be vigilant in holding news media
accountable for even the slightest bit of
normalization of [President] Trump.” The organization states, “Relying on human media
monitors is no longer sustainable” and provides general information on plans to gain
technological advantages over opponents
… “cutting edge advances in cloud computing and machine learning will enable us to
identify patterns and connections that would
otherwise go under the radar…” They claim,
“Media Matters has already secured access to
raw data from Facebook, Twitter, and other
social media sites”.
They further allege that “…after Facebook
responded to our campaign by acknowledg-
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ing the problem of fake news and agreeing to
do something about it, we began a dialogue.
It became clear from these conversations
that Facebook needed our help in fully understanding the problem and identifying concrete solutions.” They go on to assert, “Social
media platforms need help in identifying vulnerabilities and crafting solutions.To this end,
Media Matters will serve as their partner…”
In the document, Media Matters boasts a
2017 budget of $13.4 million and a staff of
81. They claim a “970% increase in engagement…”
The second section, American Bridge 21stCentury, states: “defeating Donald Trump requires preparation and focus. No other progressive organization has the resources and
assets that American Bridge has amassed over
the past several election cycles to hold [President] Trump and his administration and the
politicians who support him accountable.
Our new Trump War Room, launched within
weeks of the election, is already scrutinizing
the presidential transition and will vigilantly
watchdog the personnel, policies, and practices of the administration. Our purpose is to
keep [President] Trump unpopular and make
it more difficult for candidates who support
him to get elected in 2018.”
They later admit, “The midterm map appears difficult for Democrats; damaging [President] Trump in the next two years could
change that.” American Bridge sets “top outcomes” to “Defeat [President] Trump either
through impeachment or at the ballot box in
2020.” and to “Change the balance of power
by measurably impacting US Senate, gubernatorial, and state legislative races.” American
Bridge 21st Century claims a 2017 budget of
$14.7 million and a staff of 146.
The third section, CREW (Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington), states,
“CREW knows how to use litigation, legal
complaints, research, and press outreach to
get results”. CREW claimed that they would
“…enlist an army of pro bono lawyers to
help CREW take legal action…” and promised, “[President] Trump will be afflicted by
a steady flow of damaging information, new
revelations, and an inability to avoid conflict
issues.” CREW reported a 2017 budget of $5.8
million.
The final section is “Shareblue”. Shareblue
asserted, “Progressive media platforms are
not positioned for this fight. They influence
mainstream media and political elites, but do
not reach people where they are. They advo-
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cate for progressive issues, but avoid partisan
combat.”
They said, “we are not waiting to see what
[President] Trump does in office”. They identify themselves as a “digital attacker” and said
they planned to bolster “those who oppose
him (including Republicans…”
Shareblue asserts, “Messaging based solely
on facts doesn’t resonate with a broad audience. Connection and engagement on a personal and emotional level—specifically hope,
happiness or anger—drive success.”They further clarify, “…anything milquetoast is toxic
to our position.”
They also identify the outcomes they are
working for, including: “[President] Trump allies are forced to step down or change course

“MEDIA MATTERS
WILL BE VIGILANT
IN HOLDING
NEWS MEDIA
ACCOUNTABLE
FOR EVEN THE
SLIGHTEST BIT OF
NORMALIZATION
OF [PRESIDENT]]
TRUMP.”
due to news we push. Under pressure from
Shareblue, Democrats take more aggressive
positions against [President] Trump.”
Shareblue makes further claims “…some
journalists noted that white nationalists seem
to be emboldened by [President] Trump, we
aggressively called out [President] Trump’s
explicit strategy: to foment a white nationalist awakening.” Shareblue claimed a 2017
budget of $2 million and a staff of 18.      
When reading the Strategic Plan and considering the concept of “narrative” in the public domain, obvious questions emerge: Have
you been shown (real) evidence that would
lead an honest person to conclude that President Trump is a Russian agent, or have you
merely been presented a parade of accusations and insinuations that President Trump
is guilty of an unspecified Russia-supporting-crime? Have you been shown (real) evidence that would lead a reasonable person
to conclude that President Trump is racist or
have you merely been shown a parade of accusations to support that narrative? Do unattributed claims that unnamed government

employees have refused to follow the President’s lawful orders or attempted to sabotage
the implementation of his policies suggest
to you that he should be impeached, or do
they suggest that such bureaucrats (if they
actually exist) should be removed from their
jobs for-cause and prosecuted under existing
laws? Is the President dangerously “erratic”
or is the real problem that he is more tenaciously consistent in pursuit of his stated policies than his opponents like? Does hysteria
over the President’s Twitter account reflect
deeply held concern that the man communicates informally and quickly, occasionally using hyperbole and barbed insults targeted at
other public figures, or is it really driven by
frustration that the President can communicate with each citizen independently of the
institutional-gate-keepers-of-narrative and has
proven adept at deflating the narratives of
self-positioned enemies of his policies?
The above questions will continue to be
debated.The existence of “narratives” and the
fact that they are used in an attempt to create
sentiment and crowd other facts off the first
page of your favorite search engine’s results,
off the most popular social media’s most visible components, off your TV screen, and out
of the public consciousness generally, cannot
be debated. Democracy Matters Strategic
Plan for Action is revealing of the narrative
that Media Matters for America, American
Bridge 21st-Century, CREW and Shareblue
prefer. The document was used to convince
prospective donors what actions they would
take to hamstring President Trump’s agenda
between the last elections and the current
elections. Have you seen any evidence that
suggests those donors didn’t get what they
paid for? Do you think our next President will
be characterized any differently in the public narrative if he or she fails to fully comply
with Democracy Matters policy demands and
the interests of those people and organizations who pay for their action? 3
BIO
Chris Graham is the former commander of
a military anti-terrorism unit and serves as
editor of Tactics and Preparedness. Visit
his books and training products at www.
ChrisGrahamAuthor.com.
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Imagine this. You have been waiting for years to find a parcel of land that you can
call your own—not a small postage stamp lot in the middle of a city, but acreage
that is at least thirty minutes from the general store.

I

t’s 3:00 p.m. on a Thursday and the phone
rings. You don’t recognize the number,
but the caller announces herself as Sally
from your title company. Her voice sounds familiar, and she is calling to let you know that
she is emailing your wiring instructions to
your Gmail account.
Sally mentioned that in order to close on
time on Monday, you need to get the wiring
instructions to your bank Friday morning,
so they can schedule the wire transfer to go
on Monday, first thing. She mentioned that
it would be even better if you could get the
wire transfer completed today, so the funds

6
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BY DR. BRANDEN R. WILLIAMS
will be ready ahead of your closing on Monday. You remember your bank’s cutoff time
was 4:30 p.m., so you decided to get it done.
After all, who wants to show up to close on
their dream only to be turned away because
of a bank error?
You thank Sally and disconnect the call. As
expected, there is an email from Sally in your
inbox with wire instructions and the correct
amount to send.You call your banker, read off
the info, and away the money goes.
The next morning you receive a call from
someone claiming to be Sally from the title
company. Sally tells you she is ready to ver-

bally give you the wiring instructions for
your closing and will send a copy via email as
well. Confused, you ask her why she is calling
again when the funds were wired yesterday.
She sounds surprised, checks the escrow account and notices no funds were sent. As she
reads you the account and beneficiary information, you realize in horror that you’ve been
duped and your money was wired to a fraudster, not to the title company.
BUSINESS EMAIL COMPROMISE
The story above is fictional, but it is inspired
by real events that happen every day.
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The attack above is called Business Email
Compromise (BEC) and exploits poor email
account security of small companies and individuals. In the above case, it could be that
your email account, your real estate agent’s
account or your title company representative’s account was compromised. Everything
about the transaction including the schedule
for when you will close on your land are likely present in the email or calendar functions
of one of those three parties.
Recent stats from the FBI from institutional filings and complaint data between June
2016 and May 2018 suggest that this problem
is still a major issue and a growing concern.
There were nearly 20,000 cases totaling over
$1.6 trillion dollars in losses during that time.
To give you a comparison in scale, that is
nearly three times the entire annual budget
for the U.S. Department of Defense for 2018.
Year after year, we are losing more money to
BEC than we spend on keeping our country
safe.
The underlying problem that allows this to
happen is the fact that so many of our online
accounts are protected with only a username
and password. Some now add in SMS-based
authentication, but this is inherently flawed
as it relies on the security and process of
cell network operators to maintain integrity
during that process. SMS can be intercepted
in more sophisticated attacks through malware and SS7 signaling attacks, or more likely,
someone in a mall kiosk swaps your SIM for
the attacker’s and all of your calls and texts
get routed to the attacker instead.
Other contributing factors are the victim’s
propensity to fall for covert elicitation
attempts, social engineering attacks and
our generally poor operational security
around our online accounts. Common or
repeated usernames and passwords without
a second factor of authentication are trivial
to compromise.
TRUE 2ND FACTOR
AUTHENTICATION
To explain why SMS is not really a good factor for authentication, we need to understand
more about how these networks work.As our
reliance on telecommunications grew in the
1950s - 1970s, telecom carriers quickly realized they needed help with automation and
signaling as they connected calls from carrier
to carrier and land to air. SS7 was introduced
with one key feature to combat abuse—the
signaling is out of band.
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For the more technical readers out here,
older protocols used in-band signaling in
which call setup information was sent on
the same channel as their voice using various
tones that users could manipulate.
Once we moved to out of band signaling,
we solved one problem, but created another.
The SS7 signaling protocol does everything
from setting up and tearing down phone calls
globally, sending an SMS, local number portability and number translations. It was not
designed with security in mind.

BETWEEN JUNE
2016 AND MAY
2018, THERE WERE
NEARLY 20,000
CASES TOTALING
OVER $1.6 TRILLION
DOLLARS IN LOSSES.
WE LOSE MORE
MONEY TO BUSINESS
EMAIL COMPROMISE
THAN WE SPEND
ON KEEPING OUR
COUNTRY SAFE.
It’s not something we should trust for authentication, especially since a financially motivated employee at a mall kiosk could move
your number to a new SIM he controls and
start moving calls and texts to his new device
instead of yours.
True second factor authentication takes
many forms, but it normally takes the form
of something you have. It could be a small
device on your keychain with a rotating sixdigit number or an app on your phone that
gives you a code. Google, Facebook and Yahoo (ironically) have been working on alternatives that work pretty well. In fact, Google
credits their use of the Yubikey (more below
on these devices) to completely eliminate the

effectiveness of phishing attacks, thus all but
removing the threat entirely from their employees.
CONFIGURING TWO-FACTOR
AUTHENTICATION
There are two base requirements you need in
order to start configuring your true second
factor of authentication. First, you need an authenticator. For consumers, those will come in
two forms: either a FIDO/U2F compliant authentication device such as a Yubikey (www.
yubico.com) or an authenticator app such as
Google Authenticator or Authy on your smartphone.The second thing you need is a way to
add it to your online account. Companies like
Google (for Gmail), Facebook, Protonmail
and Dropbox as well as Windows, Linux and
macOS have all integrated authenticator apps
or FIDO/U2F authenticators to add security.
EXAMPLES OF 2ND FACTOR
AUTHENTICATORS
In the aftermath of the Snowden disclosures,
he revealed both a number of tools and
techniques used by the NSA to collect intelligence as well as showed how technologies
such as TOR can be used to get around this
monitoring. In a practical sense there are,
of course, completely legitimate reasons to
want to securely exchange information between parties—a digital dead drop. Here is
a list of additional tools that you might find
useful:
Google Authenticator (Check Google Play
or Apple App Store) is a free authentication
app that generates codes for a true second
factor authentication option. It’s extremely
popular due to its ease of use. You scan a QR
code from the website you want to enable the
2nd factor, verify it scanned correctly by entering the code displayed.That’s it.You are done.
Keep in mind, if you upgrade your phone you
must move the tokens to your new phone before wiping your old one.This is where backups are critical in case you do something silly
like forget to migrate your keys.
Authy (https://authy.com) is another freely available app that has more features than
Google Authenticator, but it also has some
quirks you need to be aware of. It is built for
more flexibility, so they support the concept
of transferring and managing your keys centrally among multiple devices, but that can be
problematic if you are not paying attention to
those devices or your Authy account. Consider this one perhaps more of a power user play.

www.tacticsandpreparedness.com
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Yubikeys (https://yubico.com/) are physical devices that plug in to the USB ports (or
newer ones leverage Near-Field Communication for use with smartphones) that provide
highly secure authentication using known
standards and strong crypto. Keep in mind,
there are many Yubikey copycats coming into
play, including Chinese entrant Feitian. Some
are better than others, but keep in mind the
influence that nation states could have on authenticators for key personnel.
Krypton (https://krypt.co) is one of my
new favorite FIDO/U2F authenticators that
leverages the same open standards that Yubikeys do, but seamlessly integrates into
your phone and browser. When you log in,
instead of having to type additional codes,
you can simply tap the prompt on your
phone to provide the final step for authentication.
Some services offer specific authenticators that are unique to them. For example,
Google offers a tap to authenticate option if
you have one of their apps on your phone.
Facebook may push a one-time password
through their app for you to use.You should

also expect banks in 2019 to roll out this
functionality for mobile banking over SMS.
BACK IT UP
No matter which authentication technology
you choose, you need to make sure you have
a backup. If you are using an app on your
phone, it’s free and easy, but what happens
if you lose or break your phone? If you buy
a Yubikey, be sure you buy at least two. One
should go in your safe in case you lose the
primary.
Every company that implements a true second factor also allows for the use of backup
codes. These are a series of one-time passcodes that can be used in the “Break Glass”
scenario of losing other authenticators. Since
you will ultimately remove your cell phone
for SMS-based fallback authentication, downloading, printing and securely storing these
codes is critical in case you end up losing
your phone or losing your authenticator. You
should consider making a copy of your codes
and storing them offsite as well in case of a
fire or natural disaster.
Remember, your goal is to remove the vul-

nerability of SMS-based authentication, but
do it in a way that doesn’t permanently lock
you out of your online accounts.
ADDITIONAL READING
Did you know that Google wants you to stop
using SMS in favor of their authenticator app?
Check out this article from last year: https://
brando.ws/googsms. SIM Swaps are a massive
problem, but there are things you can do to
help. Check this Wired writeup for details:
https://brando.ws/wiredsimswap. For more
details on the FIDO Alliance and the standards they publish, check this link: https://
fidoalliance.org/. 3
BIO
Branden R. Williams, DBA, CISSP, CISM is
a seasoned security executive, ISSA Distinguished Fellow and technology executive
sought after by global companies to consult
on their digital business initiatives. Read
his blog, buy his books or reach him directly
at www.brandenwilliams.com. His latest
book on PCI DSS v3.2 Compliance is available on Amazon.

GEARREVIEW

GRAVITYWORKS

Whether you are hiking in the wilderness or filtering your own
drinking water in a hotel room abroad, simply open the top, scoop
water and close. Hang it and let gravity do the work. It filters up to
1.75 liters per minute with a microfilter lifetime up to 1,500 liters
of water.They are individually tested to ensure it meets EPA & NSF
guidelines for the removal of 99.9999% of bacteria and 99.9% of
protozoa including: Giardia, Cryptosporidium, E. coli, Salmonella
and Cholera. It weighs 11.5 oz. and stows smaller than most 1
liter bottles. It has an 8 liter (4L filtered + 4L unfiltered) total capacity to supply water for small groups and the microfilter can
be back flushed in four seconds to maintain performance. www.
platy.com
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FEMA-LIZ ROLL

See, Avoid
and Make
Checklists 3

EMERGENCY
PLANNING

I was away on business when I got the word that
Hurricane Florence was headed directly for my home
on the North Carolina coast.

I

mmediately, I began the forward-thinking
process. If it’s as bad as they’re predicting,
my fiancé is going to have to prepare. I
got a FEMA alert from the FEMA app on my
phone. The Governor of North Carolina issued a mandatory evacuation order for our
area, but here’s the issue: my fiancé was alone
with limited time to make things happen.
She’s not comfortable driving my RV, she’s not
competent at hooking up the tow apparatus
to the RV—and with the evacuation having
been announced, traffic was likely to get crazy.
It looked like the RV was going to get stripped
and sacrificed. My alternate plan was to have
her take the Hummer. It’s fully prepped and
loaded for critical incidents like this—but she
was not leaving her brand new car!
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She already had a plan of her own. She was
attending training at the new real estate firm
where she was working and her initial plan
was to just get a hotel room for a few days and
ride the storm out in a hotel in Norfolk. After
some convincing, I was able to get her to see
that historically the aftermath of critical incidents like this lead to an increase in violent
crime and looting.
When people are desperate, perceive scarcity or see social proof of peers looting, civility rapidly deteriorates. She trusted me and my
analysis and she agreed to evacuate inland to
the north to stay with her family. Everything
necessary to survive in both the RV and the
Hummer are prepped and ready to go. It was
easy for her to simply grab it, and place it in

her car. Most people weren’t evacuating until
the next day. My plan is always to get out early.
I texted her and provided an evacuation
checklist to make things simple and efficient.
She finished her work day, made the one-hour
trip home, closed down our campsite, packed
up the dogs, got four hours of rest and embarked on her evacuation route in the offpeak early morning hours.
CRITICAL INCIDENTS
Critical incidents share something in common—a timeline. The timeline moves from
left to right and places the critical incident,
whatever it may be, directly in the center.
Along this timeline, the only part that is immovable is the incident. I have found that
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A family shelters in the Houson
Astrodome in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina.

Katrina was an example of what happens when you fail to plan effectively.
Deakin University of Melbourne Australia
provides the most applicable definition of
the term.They say:
Critical incidents are any extraordinary and unexpected circumstances that
may cause a traumatic reaction. Examples of critical incidents include events
such as:
• disasters
• wars
• death (actual or threatened)
• vehicle accidents
• assaults – physical, sexual or
psychological being threatened with
harm
• being witness to an event that
caused someone harm
Understanding the classification of the critical incident that you are facing is essential
in developing a viable avoidance and mitigation plan. Critical incidents share similarities on our timeline. Those similarities are
as follows:
• there is a period prior to, during and
after the incident
• the time prior to the incident
provides an opportunity to plan for
potential incidents
• those who are aware of an impending
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incident can mobilize specifically
• the time which occurs after tentative
plans and preparations are done, and
before specific incident indicators are
visible reduces the number of urgent
actions required when the incident is
manifesting (the main effort)
• final preparatory actions (a
supplementary effort)
• the critical incident
• aftermath of the incident, damage
control and follow-up
• recovery and rebuilding
• for those who are forward thinking:
lessons learned, planning and
preparation for the next event
Here are types and classifications of critical
incidents:
• disasters: hurricanes, earthquakes,
blizzards, volcanoes etc.
• wars: this can include civil unrest,
nuclear, biological, chemical or electromagnetic attacks and others
• death/injury (actual or threatened)
• vehicle accidents
• assaults: physical, sexual or
psychological, being threatened with
harm
• economic unrest or collapse

Natural disasters or wars often include civil
unrest, injury and death, vehicle accidents,
assaults and economic unrest or complete
economic collapse. Therefore, any emergency
plans should include preparation for all of
these.
CASE STUDY: NEW ORLEANS,
HURRICANE KATRINA
According to “U.S. Government Declares
Emergency After Hurricane Katrina” by Fred
Charatan, on the National Center for Biotechnology Information website:
Gregory Henderson, a pathologist from
Wilmington, North Carolina, who was attending the HIV/AIDS Conference at the Ritz
Carlton Hotel, helped set up an emergency
clinic at the hotel. He reported on Saturday
3 September by email, “Many people in the
hotel are elderly and small children. There is
a team of about [seven] doctors [and a physician’s assistant] and pharmacists.
Our biggest adventure today was raiding
the Walgreens [a shop] on Canal [Street] under police escort. The pharmacy was dark
and full of water. We basically scooped the
entire drug sets into garbage bags and removed them.All under police escort. The looters had to be held back at gun point.
We have set up a hospital in the French
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We can see that the initial disaster of Hurricane Katrina had given way to several other
challenges and critical events. The aftermath
of Katrina was a modern example of how civility can quickly deteriorate during desperate times. A simple internet search provides
dozens of articles with titles such as: “Relief
Workers Confront Urban Warfare” (CNN),
“Rape. Murder. Gunfights.” (NOLA.com),“PostKatrina, White Vigilantes Shot African Americans” (ProPublica.com) and the list goes on.
According to New Orleans law enforcement officers, immediately after the evacuation, looters ran riot, gangs took to the streets,
and there were even stories of rescue helicopters fired upon. This resulted in some police
and military units going door to door to confiscate firearms from citizens in a desperate,
perhaps misguided, attempt to survive the
Katrina aftermath.
Katrina was an example of what happens
when you fail to plan effectively. According to
the document,“Risk Communication and Public Response During Evacuations, The New
Orleans Experience of Hurricane Katrina”:
The evacuation efforts of Hurricane Ka-
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Quarter bar in the hotel, and will start admitting patients today. Many will be from the
hotel, but many will not. We are anticipating dealing with multiple medical problems,
medications, and acute injuries. Infection
and perhaps even cholera are anticipated
major problems. Food and water shortages
are imminent.”
The major problem was in the city itself,
where floodwaters were compared to dilute
sewage, carrying the hepatitis A and Norwalk infective gastroenteritis viruses. The
(U.S.) Centers for Disease Control and Prevention believe that typhoid and cholera are
unlikely dangers, however. Julie Gerberding,
chief of the CDC, told a Florida newspaper,
the Sun Sentinel, that tetanus was more of
a concern.
This huge inundation also provided a
potential breeding ground for mosquitoes
that can carry and transmit the West Nile, St
Louis encephalitis and dengue fever viruses.
Lastly, there was the hazard of carbon
monoxide poisoning from operating generators and stoves in enclosed spaces. Cuts,
bruises, and infected wounds, together with
heat exhaustion and dehydration were likely to multiply, as the work of relief and rescue of many still stranded on roofs and in
attics continued.

trina represented the largest concentrated movement of traffic in the
history of the state and one of the
largest in the history of the United
States.
This extreme concentration of traffic led to everything from gridlock, to
road rage, to shortages of fuel along
routes and in some cases, accidents
and violent crimes. Local and federal
agencies were at a loss for effectiveness to facilitate the evacuation and
deal with all of the second and third
order effects. Many described government evacuation plans for Katrina as
failed before the storm even hit.
It is every individual’s duty and
responsibility to have a plan and be
able to care for themselves in the Marines provide support for local police in L.A.
event of a critical incident. If you county during the Los Angeles riots, 1992.
don’t have a plan or you are depending solely on governmental assistance, then
Civility can deteriorate quickly. Effective
you are planning to fail.
governmental responses and security assistance cannot be assumed during the time of
CASE STUDY: LOS ANGELES RIOTS a critical incident. Even comparatively small
On April 29th, 1992 a Los Angeles jury acquit- events can trigger major critical incidents.
ted members of the LAPD of charges related
to the apparent assault of Rodney King. The CASE STUDY: VENEZUELAN
incident had been videotaped and broadcast ECONOMIC COLLAPSE
across the country. Civil disturbances began in Venezuela underwent a socialist revolution
South Los Angeles and spread throughout the years ago. President Hugo Chavez and later,
metropolitan area. News outlets reported loot- President Nicolas Maduro have overseen a
ing, assaults, arson, murders and damages over modern attempt to centrally direct an econ$1 billion. The California National Guard was omy. The Venezuelan government has endeavdeployed and the President ordered the U.S. ored to regulate away market forces and disArmy 7th Infantry Division and 1st Marine Divi- tribute wealth by edict. The consequences of
sion to support efforts to restore order. More this approach have not been notably different
than 60 people were killed, more than 2000 than they were under Castro, Lenin or Mao.
Paul Withers chronicled (“Venezuela Criinjured and more than 10,000 arrested.
CNN reported one man’s experience (“The sis: Panicked People Rush to Shops and Form
LA Riots Were a Rude Awakening for Korean- Huge Queues as Economy Collapses”, ExAmericans”, Kyung Lah):
press, 17 August 2018):
Chang Lee gripped his fingers tighter
Shoppers are panicking in response to
around the gun and screamed at potential hyperinflation that is making cash increaslooters from the rooftop of the small strip ingly worthless, ensuring their homes are
mall where he stood.The 35-year-old had nev- stocked with food before the measure deer held a firearm before the LA riots. Lighting creed by President Nicolas Maduro takes efup the blocks around him, Lee could smell fect on Monday. This will see a new set of
the fires burning in Los Angeles’ Koreatown.
bank notes introduced with lower denomiWhere are the police? Where are the po- nations and internet banking operations
lice?” Lee whispered over and over from his suspended for several hours from Sunday
rooftop perch. Lee would not see law enforce- evening. The majority of transactions are
ment for three days–only fellow Korean- now made via debit cards over point-ofAmericans, who would be photographed by sale terminals and many people worry the
news agencies looking like armed militia in change could collapse financial networks.
what appeared to be a guerrilla race war on Business administrator Alicia Ramirez, 38,
described a scene of chaos as she left a suthe streets.
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Venezuelans root through garbage to find food.
permarket in the western city of Maracaibo.
She told Reuters:“I came to buy vegetables,
but I’m leaving because I’m not going to
wait in this line. People are going crazy. It’s
going to be crazy for the clients and for us.”
Yuraima Galaviz, who was shopping
in the western city of San Cristobal, raged:
“I don’t understand this monetary conversion, the government has not explained how
it will work or what salaries will be. How
are we supposed to buy things if we haven’t
even seen the new bills?”
On a recent business trip in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, I spoke with a man who fled the
country. He was working a second job as an
Uber driver, while earning money for his family here and in Venezuela. He stated that in
Venezuela people are being murdered for the
shoes on their feet. He said that Venezuelans
have resorted to killing stray animals and pets
for food.
CASE STUDIES APPLIED
Here are some basic things that I applied in
order to help my fiancé plan and evacuate
during Hurricane Florence.
1. I had a plan and prepared in advance.
The plan had to be altered multiple
times, but it was the basis for execution.
2. My plan had redundancy. Redundancy
in planning and preparation is key. My
initial plan was for my fiancé to pack
up the RV and leave. My alternate plan
entailed her packing the essentials in my
Hummer which was already prepped to
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endure up to 72 hours of austere living.
The tertiary plan entailed her taking
her car, filling it with the essentials
(already pre-packed) and going to
Fredericksburg with her family where
she would be safe.
3. I planned generally versus specifically.
Planning narrowly is rigid. Natural
disasters and wars often entail many
of the other classifications of critical
incidents.
4. I put together a checklist. Checklists can
prioritize action and prevent forgetting.
5. I planned for the essentials: food, water,
shelter and security
6. My plan is to avoid the incident by
getting out and getting out early. Avoid
the rush.
7. I plan the route less traveled.This will
minimize exposure to the drama that
people bring if civility falls apart.
CHECKLISTS
The checklist that I put together for my fiancé
I drafted in less than ten minutes. It was basic and simple. I used Microsoft Word, saved
it as a PDF file and sent it to her via email.
The format started from the outside of our RV
to the inside and then focused on the inside
to the outside. Then it highlighted the important items needed on hand during the evacuation and summarized with a rudimentary
course of action matrix. The checklist was
supplemented with my advice via messenger
app and video calling. The key is keeping it
as simple as possible with as much detail as

required. The checklist is an organizational
guide. You can make multiple checklists for
multiple needs. They can be brainstormed
in collaboration, borrowing from others and
without time constraint if initiated now.
Hurricane Florence came and went. Fortunately for us, the storm had moved south approximately 200 miles putting us in the clear.
Although the storm had dissipated, the coast
of North Carolina was dealing with flooding.
Since we are located off the Currituck Sound,
we were experienced the coastal flooding
days later. We were fortunate in that we live
away from major populated areas.
I regularly practice my evacuation plan
when I go camping or pack the RV for travel.
This incident highlighted several contingencies I had not planned for. My main oversight
was that my plan entailed me executing to
make things happen. Unfortunately, I was nowhere in sight when the incident occurred.
The second major weakness in my evacuation
plan was the lack of technical proficiency of
my fiancé (e.g. driving an RV or rigging vehicles for tow). Therefore, part of the critical
incident timeline for “recovery” and lessons
learned, planning and preparation entails that
I take the things I learned here and implement them for my future emergency plans.
My book, Economic Collapse: The Warning signs, Impact on America, 42 Things you
should buy before it’s too late; and How to
develop a SURVIVAL PLAN, is available on
Amazon and goes into greater depth. With my
book or without it, we can be assured that
the future will bring more critical incidents
to the United States and the places you travel
to.What level of planning are you comfortable
with? 3
BIO
Andrew Curtiss is a former member of the
U.S. Army 3rd Special Forces Group (Airborne). He deployed around the world and
is a professional Mixed Martial Arts athlete.
He was the 1995 amateur runner-up for NAKAs World Championship Kickboxing and
National Karate Champion for various divisions (AIKA). Andrew holds blackbelts in
Karate, Taekwondo and Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu.
He is a Defensive Tactics Instructor for the
United States State Department and author
of Combat Application Techniques, and
1984 Redux: Say Hello to Big Brother
and Economic Collapse. Instagram: ACurtiss78. Andy is available for training and
consulting.
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In sports we scrimmage, team against team.
In boxing or martial arts we spar, man on man.

A

irline pilots use simulators to learn
how to work through problems they
may encounter without actually killing themselves or others. And when it comes
to gun fighting, we use force on force training to play out potential deadly situations in a
safe environment.
I have come in contact with many people
who talk about their firearm carry choice and
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BY ANDREW BLASCHIK
how their mindset with self-defense scenarios will play out, and I agree that it is good
to think ahead with plan A, but Mr. Murphy
always reminds us to have plan Bs. More than
likely, your personal plan will get pushed
aside at some point.
The time and commitment required to
become a safe and proficient self-defense
practitioner knows no limit. When I explain

IMAGES COURTESY
www.tacticalacademy.us

anatomy of the human body or the three target zones we need to be able to hit to new
students, I sometimes get that deer-in-theheadlights look. I ask simple questions like:
What makes you think that you will have
your entire magazine capacity to eliminate a
threat? What makes you think that the lights
will be on? What convinces you that you will
have both of your hands to use? Is it possible
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How do you know what you are (and are
not) capable of with your self-defense
mindset if you never go against another
living, breathing, thinking person?
you will need to fight with only your support
hand? These questions, of course, are never
asked at the time that you purchase your
handgun, because the sales guy is not selling
you training, he is selling you a product and if
you don’t have good plans for its’ use, this can
be a dangerous cocktail.
How do you know what you are (and are
not) capable of with your self-defense mindset if you never go against another living,
breathing, thinking person? You don’t know
what you don’t know. This is the reason we
must use some type of force on force in
our self-defense training. My company, Tactical Firearms Academy (TFA), uses a product
called Simunitions™. “Sims” have been in
use by the military and law enforcement for
many years, but more recently, the company
opened up to the private sector. Simunitions
is restricted and requires attendance of an
instructor training program. Unlike airsoft or
paintball, Sims use a real firearm that is converted to fire a “soft” projectile that is filled
with a colored marking paste. Getting shot
with a real bullet can result in injury and or
death, but getting hit with a Sim round will
hurt to the extent that you will not want to
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get shot again. Sims can cause great bodily injury if misused or used with improper safety
gear, but “over-padding” for training detracts
from the learning value.
At TFA, the Force on Force course is open
to all students who have obtained a concealed weapons permit (including out of
state). There are no other prerequisites, as
many people believe that they are ready for
street carry and self-defense merely by having
a CCW. At the start of a class many students
have a “run and gun”,“lots of shooting” paintball mindset. This is normally discouraged
once the first Sim round makes contact.
There are many parameters that must go
into a Sims class. First is the safety aspect.
Sims use real firearm platforms, so that requires multiple people to inspect that all
of the firearms are converted correctly. The
color blue is used to signify a gun has been
converted. Second is the safety equipment
that is used by the student; at TFA we provide
all the necessary safety equipment. Third is
the role player. This is a trained person (or
people) that maneuver the student toward
training objectives by acting or manipulating
the scenario to move in a specific direction.

The role player and the trainer work closely
to achieve a specific result in the particular
student. We hold to a ten-student maximum
and average five to seven scenarios in a ninehour day. Each scenario is debriefed, and after
a student runs through a blind lesson, they
are allowed to be the “fly on the wall” so they
can see and hear how others handle the same
type of situation.
After the safety briefing we put the students through a standard square range drill.
This is a skill builder like one might encounter in any tactical shooting class. One drill focuses on barricades and use of cover. These
also have the benefit of getting the student
familiar with the use (and accuracy) of the
Sim pistols. All of the scenarios are run blind,
so the student does not know what to expect.
This prevents copying what they observe
and forces them to practice decision making.
For another drill, we use plastic torso targets and move students through with instructions to hit those 3D targets twice each. Two
is not a magic number of course, but it requires follow-through and helps clarify that
one hit is rarely sufficient. Students can see
the hits on the black torso targets afterward
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just as they would see holes on a paper target
at the range. After one run through we put
role players behind the plastic targets and
send the students through again with the
same rules to use cover and score two hits
on the torso. When they encounter incoming
rounds, bad habits of not using cover properly are quickly broken. Takeaways from this
drill include: running out of ammunition, exposing too much of your own body (and getting hit as a result) or coming out from cover
in the same place (and getting hit) and not
being ready to engage when you leave cover.
We run the famous Tueller Drill. The student is put 21 feet from a role player and
without warning that role player charges.
Learning points from this drill include: how
fast a person can cover ground, improper
shot placement on your attacker, students
sometimes get their gun knocked away or
even turned against them. It also shows that
just because you shoot someone it does
not mean they will stop attacking. Students
sometimes complain that they can’t see the
marking paste on the attacker. This reveals
that the student is assessing hits rather than
behavioral cues.
We also set up vehicle scenarios that include: leaving work, leaving a mall and occasional carjacking. Students may be assaulted
in the vehicle, walking to their vehicle or not
at all. It is always amazing to watch people
engage without first trying to defuse the
situation or just turning around and leaving.
Female students often initially perform better than males when it comes to this type of
decision making in our classes.We sometimes
see, “I have a gun and I can use it” attitudes
rather than the humble “I prefer not to use
this” mentality.
Some no-shoot type scenarios include: a
role player being deaf or mute looking for
pocket change or help. Students often unnecessarily draw a weapon and get “arrested” or
get shot by someone else who sees you pull
your gun. We have even had a student shoot
a role player robbery victim that he thought
was the robber. That situation revealed how
important verbal communication is.
Typical responses from students during the
debrief is that watching someone else is very
beneficial and sometimes more eye opening

Students run the Tueller drill, where an attacker is 21 feet away and
charges without warning.
than running the scenario themselves. Many
students are surprised to not score hits at
close ranges, or wonder why they didn’t think
to just turn and walk away. “I forgot to call
911” is often said. People often don’t think to
communicate to defuse a situation or are willing to get involved in a third-party scenario
without collecting enough information before acting. As a trainer, I look to news outlets for scenarios to use. We must learn from
other’s mistakes.The scenarios do not have to
be complex and can be as simple as how fast
things escalate or how close you can be and
miss your target zone. We generally don’t get
into gun fights at the gun range, but we do see
that bad habits or training scars carry over to
what we do on the street, as can good ones.
When a paper target does not shoot back,
move, think or act, many people will get lulled
into a false sense of competence about what
they are capable of or what will be likely. Safe,
accurate, efficient operation of your firearm
is a foundational skill. Effective force on force
training immediately gives you the benefit
of knowing your limitations more clearly as
the basis for making good decisions when it
comes to self-defense. Force on force training
is not intended to be a shooting course, it is
a decision making and critical thinking exercise that makes use of the shooting skills you
already have (or don’t have).

Tactical shooting courses teach weapon
manipulation and accuracy, and if you get a
really good trainer, the mindset behind using a firearm. Force on force training will
challenge those skills and reveal how your
thought process will work against thinking
people within a changing environment. It
will also show you some things to focus on
the next time you do dry and live fire training sessions. We can’t play out every scenario
possible, but this experience is a wakeup call
for the unknown. You don’t know what you
don’t know. 3
BIO
Andrew Blaschik has been the owner and
operator of Tactical Firearms Academy
(www.tacticalacademy.us) since 2001.
He started KGB Armament (KGBarms.
com) in 2006. Andrew’s certifications include Master Instructor with the International Association of Law Enforcement
Firearms Instructors (IALEFI), licensure as
a firearms instructor for law enforcement
and Criminal Justice Standards & Training
Commission (CJSTC) Florida Department
of Law Enforcement and he serves as an
instructor for the police academies for Broward College, Institute for Public Safety and
Miami Dade College School of Justice.

When a paper target does not shoot back, move, think or act, many
people will get lulled into a false sense of competence about what they
are capable of or what will be likely.
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China and Russia might
find it beneficial to
secretly coordinate the
timing of their commodity
and currency assaults so
as to be self-reinforcing.

CURRENT ECONOMIC/FINANCIAL WMD RISK OVERVIEW

Commodity Manipulation
and Combination Methods

Another potential WMD is the manipulation of commodities, including energy,
rare-earth minerals and other vital resources. Russia and OPEC could use oil and
gas as weapons,96 and China can gain control of strategically important rare-earth
minerals.97

B

ecause these commodities can be
traded on global markets, however,
they are subject to financial manipulation as well as traditional supply control.
Perhaps the best illustration of this relates
to the oil market. Goldman Sachs estimates
that every million barrels of oil purchased
on the commodity markets can add as much
as 10 cents per barrel to the consumer price
of oil.98 While that seems insignificant at
first glance, nearly 250 million barrels of oil
are currently traded in the futures markets,
which would mean almost $24 more per barrel.99 Since OPEC produces over 30 million
barrels per day, this adds up to $720 million
per day in additional earnings.100 With $100/
barrel oil, the cost of futures contracts sufficient to control an additional one million barrels is roughly $10 million. But, if the OPEC
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nations could gain an additional 10 cents/
barrel, they would earn about $3 million per
day. Of course, at some point the price of oil
would go beyond consumers’ ability to buy
it and demand destruction would take place.
But until that point is reached, it would prove
profitable for oil producers to invest excess
capital in oil futures to maintain or increase
oil prices.
If the futures/oil price relationship predicted by Goldman Sachs held up, as little
as $5 billion thrust into the markets at the
right time could produce an oil price shock
of as much as $30 to $50/barrel, which might
be sufficient to tip the world economy into
a new recession.101 Oil experts such as Dan
Dicker are confident that a regular increase
in the money invested in oil futures has already had a significant impact on prices.102

Imagine what a targeted shock effort could
accomplish. Given that Moammar Gadhafi
alone controlled something like $200 billion
in Western markets, it is not hard to imagine
one or more terrorist groups having the ability to use such a weapon.103 Moreover, nearly
every nation would have that capacity. The
question is whether they would be willing to
use it, knowing that a global recession might
ensue.
COMBINATION METHODS
The preceding list is not intended to be comprehensive, but illustrative. Furthermore, the
approaches outlined are not to be viewed as
operating in isolation, for when used in combination with each other or with traditional
kinetic warfare approaches, economic weapons are substantially more effective—essen-
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PROJECTION OF EVENTS
The next logical target is the U.S. dollar and
the sovereign credit of the U.S. Treasury. The
U.S. already has experienced a downgrade of
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its credit rating from triple-A status,106 and additional downgrades are threatened.107 Basic
analysis, open-source intelligence, and the
past behavior of figures like George Soros all
point to U.S. currency and debt as the most
likely next target of an economic attack.108
This would fit the pattern faced by other nations, most recently Greece. Interestingly, European intelligence agencies have indicated
that Greece and other euro zone nations
have been the targets of financial attacks.109
This coincides with press reports of a finan-

trajectory of the U.S. debt situation and growing belligerence globally toward the dollar,
the likelihood of this outcome has increased.
A combination of existing financial weapons
used against the dollar could certainly hasten
a negative outcome.
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study is necessarily limited, relative to
the extraordinary complexity of economic
warfare and financial weaponry. Gaining a
thorough understanding of such weapons

As little as $5 billion thrust into the markets at
the right time could produce an oil price shock
which might be sufficient to tip the world

economy into a new recession.

PIXABAY - FREE-PHOTOS

tially a type of force multiplier.An example of
this can be seen in terms of terrorist activity:
When terrorists have “inside information”
about an imminent attack, they purchase
financial derivatives before the attack and
make millions from the subsequent market
movements ... Global financial markets reacted swiftly to the news of the terrorist attacks on New York (2001), Madrid (2004)
and London (2005), with a general flight
to quality. Gold, bonds and defence stock
strengthened and investors flocked to highly
liquid, developed markets. In contrast, less
mature markets suffer as do stocks such
as reinsurance and aviation. American
Airlines’ share price dropped 39 per cent
after the 9/11 attacks and United Airlines
dropped 42 per cent. Even a novice trader
can see the windfall that could be achieved
in shorting these stocks before a terrorist attack. 104
Even more dramatic is the potential for a
combination assault in the context of war, as
outlined by Rickards:
At a more malign level, China and Russia might find it beneficial to secretly coordinate the timing of their commodity and
currency assaults so as to be self-reinforcing. They could accumulate large positions
in advance of their actions using leverage
and derivatives. This not only would be a
financial attack but would involve advance
insider trading to profit from their own misdeeds. Iranians with access to Dubai banks
observing these developments might decide
to trigger a war with Saudi Arabia or a terrorist attack, not because they were necessarily communicating with the Russians
or Chinese, but because the financial force
multiplier from an attack would be that
much greater. Throwing a Russian resources
assault, a Chinese currency assault, and an
Iranian military assault at United States
interests in a near simultaneous affront
would produce predictable effects in the
hair-trigger world of capital markets. Markets would experience the financial equivalent of a stroke. They would not just collapse;
they might cease to function entirely. The
foregoing threats are fast arriving. They are
not extreme worst-case scenarios, but the
culmination of events happening today.105

cial attack the Soros Fund has planned for the
region, and with reports of bin Laden documents that outline a “strategy concept” to
attack European economies.110 In response,
the Germans have pushed for bans on credit
default swaps and naked short selling.111 In
the case of Greece, the nation no longer has
its own currency and relies instead on the
euro. This prevents the Greeks from having a
normal reaction to an economic crisis, which
would be to print money to pay back excessive debt. Without their own currency, the
Greeks are at the mercy of the markets, and
interest rates on one-year notes have spiked
to over 1,000 percent.112 No nation can long
survive paying such high interest. The advantage for the United States is that the Federal Reserve can print dollars to pay its debt.
However, this is at best a short-term solution,
because the dollar would be devalued as a result, forcing both inflation and interest rates
sharply higher.While not inevitable, given the

can be quite difficult, but the reality is that
the use of such weaponry does not require
a detailed understanding. It is not unlike the
possible use of a nuclear bomb, where a PhD
in physics might be needed to create it, but
not to detonate it. The following is a brief
set of recommendations to help forestall or
reduce the risks of financial/economic weaponry being used against U.S. interests:
Recognize the reality of economic warfare
and weaponry.
Create or augment the intelligence gathering function with market and financial capabilities. It has become clear that, for the most
part, the defense/intelligence communities
do not intersect intellectually with the economic/financial market communities. Their
understanding clearly must incorporate economic warfare mechanisms. Few individuals
or organizations currently have the understanding to bridge the gap. A public/private
task force should be established to bring
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together the understanding of various government agencies, including representatives
from key areas such as DoD, FBI, CIA, DHS/Secret Service, Treasury/FSOC (Financial Oversight Stability Council), the Federal Reserve,
SEC, CFTC, as well as private sector experts
with both broad and specific understanding
of the economic warfare threat and marketrelated threats.
Private-sector educational efforts therefore
should be encouraged to provide training
about economic warfare. This could be accomplished by developing and implementing
a training program for both the public and
private sectors. Universities, including the
National Defense University and the war colleges, should be encouraged to develop training in this area as well. [Note: This process
has begun informally, with a loose coalition
of educational institutions responding to the
research provided initially to DoD, and later
in the book, Secret Weapon.113]
New efforts should be established to monitor financial markets through technology
and human intelligence capabilities. These
should include both open-source and classified methodologies. It should also involve developing sources in foreign markets. One example would be a software effort that would
translate and make available open-source
financial information from foreign media.
Another would be the application of “early
warning” monitoring capabilities.
The monitoring process should also coordinate with an analysis and review of recent
financial failures to identify risk areas and
nodes of vulnerability. There are a great deal
of data and information from the 2007-2009
market collapse and the flash crash of 2010
that have yet to be examined from the perspective of a financial warfare threat. In fact,
the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission’s final reports (one majority and two dissenting)
did not even mention or study the possible
role of economic warfare or financial terrorism in the context of the worst global economic decline since the Great Depression.
Clearly, such an event offers a treasure trove
of data, information and knowledge that
could add significantly to the understanding
of economic warfare and weaponry.
The defense/intelligence/national security establishment should have a seat at the

table in financial regulations
and considerations. This is essential, because the regulatory framework has been established on the assumption
that market participants have
exclusively economic motivations. This is as naive as the
pre-9/11 doctrine of dealing
with airplane hijackings, when
all efforts were made to talk
the hijackers into landing the
plane. Of course, this strategy
is ineffective if the purpose of
the hijacking is to fly the plane
into a building rather than to
receive a ransom.
A multidisciplinary strategic
team/task force should study
and prepare defensive financial capabilities. These should
be war-gamed with expert
support to review potential areas of attack and prepare stra- Best-selling author Kevin Freeman, host of
tegic responses.
“Economic War Room.”
A similar multidisciplinary
team should strategize and develop offen- a cogent response will require commitment,
sive economic warfare capabilities to use as organization and vision, but minimal new reneeded, or to be used as a deterrent similar to sources overall. In the words of PLA colonels
the mutual assured destruction approach of Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui, it will mostly
the Cold War.These also should be effectively require “lucid and incisive thinking” to face
wargamed and studied, as financial weapons this significant and manifested threat.114
can have serious unintended consequences
that must be understood prior to their use.
Q&A WITH KEVIN FREEMAN
Develop publicly declared policy options CG: Since you first published this report for
that would include the potential for a kinetic the Undersecretary of Defense for Intelliresponse to non-kinetic economic attacks, gence, many of our vulnerabilities persist and
similar to the recent acknowledgment that a some have gotten worse. For example, you
cyber attack on U.S. infrastructure might be recently pointed out that our government’s
met by the use of force.
debt is now over $21 trillion (as opposed
Gaining an understanding of economic to about $15 trillion at the time of writing).
warfare and weaponry as a tactic of total What do you think some of the greatest vulwar is a challenging but not impossible task. nerabilities we face today are?
Given the significant strategic role that economic approaches will clearly play in future KF: Everything I said then is even more true
conflicts, as well as the massive impact they today, worsened by the debt increase we precould have, it is essential that the United dicted. We have watched Russia and China
States quickly develop a serious capability in systematically build an alternative to the dolthis critical area. Fortunately, such an effort is lar-based Western financial system. Now, they
possible without technological advances or are working diligently to turn Europe, Africa
even a massive additional financial commit- and Asia away from us and toward them.What
ment. In fact, relative to the potential capabil- Europe, Africa and Asia need to understand is
ity, the cost to appreciate, develop and master that this will come with a high price. China

The defense/intelligence/national security establishment should
have a seat at the table in financial regulations and considerations.
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won’t prove so friendly if they are dominant.
The Belt and Road Initiative comes with authoritarian strings.
CG: Who do you think the most urgent adversaries we are likely to face today are?
KF: China is number one. Russia is second
perhaps, but should realize that China will
be their adversary if the United States falters.
In fact, Russia should be allied more with us
from a geostrategic standpoint. Unfortunately, the whole Russia collusion narrative has
made that very difficult. We also have threats
in the emerging axis of Turkey, Iran and Qatar.
And, of course, there are narco-terror groups
as well as jihadi insurgents, but the largest
threat is China. The fact that China has stolen our technology, infiltrated Hollywood and
our universities, planted industrial spies and
subverted our tech companies is very troubling.
CG: How would you assess the benefits or
drawbacks of changes to policy direction we
see from President Trump compared to the
previous administration regarding these subjects?
KF: First, let me say that the Trump Administration has proven more receptive to acknowledging the reality of Economic Warfare. National Security Advisor John Bolton

and Chief of Staff of the NSC Fred Fleitz do
understand what we are facing and that is
encouraging. There is zero doubt that Economic Warfare is a major component of 21st
century warfare. Whoever wins here is in
control for the rest of the century. President
Trump simply brought attention to what was
already happening and began an action plan
to address it. We might sleep better at night if
he had not done so, but our ignorance would
have proven costly.
CG: What do you think our government’s
greatest self-imposed challenges or missteps
have been in the areas of your research?
KF: My research is not political. But the IC
(Intelligence Community) has attempted to
silence it when it opposes their political narrative. But the truth is the truth. Our research
showed without question a Russian attempt
to subvert our economy prior to the 2008
election, fully aware that it would impact
the election. This was never mentioned, and
was in fact covered up by the Obama team
and the IC. I wish the special counsel would
look at that, or maybe he could probe further
back to when Senator Ted Kennedy secretly
dispatched an envoy to Moscow to collude
with the Soviets in defeating President Reagan in 1984. Both are well documented and
neither relied on opposition research from
Fusion GPS.

CG: I regularly check in on what you are
uncovering by visiting your blog GlobalEconomicWarfare.com and I encourage Tactics
and Preparedness readers to do the same.
What can you share with us about the launch
of your highly anticipated new show: Economic War Room?
KF: Our show is on CRTV and the best way
to access it is through a FREE trial available at
EconomicWarRoom.com. We will be restructuring the blog and focusing more on the
television offering. So readers should focus
on EconomicWarRoom.com as their landing
page. 3
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PROFILES OF COURAGE
Whether you are facing socialist interrogation and re-education, facing the challenges of providing
for your family or looking for the courage to speak an unpopular truth, there are times when each of
us can use a little inspiration. Sometimes it helps to put your challenges in perspective. Sometimes
it’s encouraging to see how selfless human beings can be. This account is the Medal of Honor
citation for Col. (then Capt.) Donald Cook. Cook was serving as an advisor to South Vietnamese
Marines when wounded and captured.

COLONEL COOK WILLINGLY
AND UNSELFISHLY PUT
THE INTERESTS OF HIS
COMRADES BEFORE THAT OF
HIS OWN WELL-BEING...

F

or conspicuous gallantry and
intrepidity at the risk of his life above
and beyond the call of duty while
interned as a Prisoner of War by the Viet
Cong in the Republic of Vietnam during the
period 31 December 1964 to 8 December
1967. Despite the fact that by so doing
he would bring about harsher treatment
for himself, Colonel (then Captain) Cook
established himself as the senior prisoner,
even though in actuality he was not.
Repeatedly assuming more than his share of
responsibility for their health, Colonel Cook
willingly and unselfishly put the interests of
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his comrades before that of his own wellbeing and, eventually, his life. Giving more
needy men his medicine and drug allowance
while constantly nursing them, he risked
infection from contagious diseases while in
a rapidly deteriorating state of health. This
unselfish and exemplary conduct, coupled
with his refusal to stray even the slightest
from the Code of Conduct, earned him the
deepest respect from not only his fellow
prisoners, but his captors as well. Rather
than negotiate for his own release or better
treatment, he steadfastly frustrated attempts
by the Viet Cong to break his indomitable

spirit and passed this same resolve on to
the men whose well-being he so closely
associated himself. Knowing his refusals
would prevent his release prior to the end
of the war, and also knowing his chances
for prolonged survival would be small in
the event of continued refusal, he chose
nevertheless to adhere to a Code of Conduct
far above that which could be expected.
His personal valor and exceptional spirit of
loyalty in the face of almost certain death
reflected the highest credit upon Colonel
Cook, the Marine Corps and the United
States Naval Service. 3
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